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NATIONAL SEMINAR ON QUESTION PAPER SETTING FOR TEACHER EDUCATORS on 15th April 2015, 9.30 a.m.

Venue: B.Ed. SEMINAR HALL

Organised by:
A.N.R. TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
K.G. Prasada Rao - A.N.R. College of Education is renowned for striving towards transforming every student teacher into a great leader in the classroom by imparting rich and qualitative Teacher Education for the last one and half decades. The college is being sponsored by 65 years old renowned society-A.N.R. College Committee whose motto “Enter to Learn and Leave to Serve” clearly portrays its Commitment.

Since its inception in 1999, the college has won many laurels to its credit and has created many responsible teachers. The college is spread across a vast and sprawling land at the entrance of Gudivada town from Vijayawada with a good and spacious infrastructure.

The College has been conferred with the 'B' grade by National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) in the year 2014. The college is presently affiliated to Krishna University, Machilipatnam offering quality pre-service teacher education at secondary level in Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh. The college has a great reputation and distinction of producing many competent teachers and some of them have shaped into illustrious personalities in various fields.

Seminar Objectives

➢ To understand the nature of Evaluation and Question Paper Setting.
➢ To create a platform for sharing knowledge, consultation and dialogue on all issues relating to Evaluation and Question Paper Setting.
➢ To develop key competencies in framing questions of different types.
➢ To suggest techniques in Question Paper Setting to Teacher Educators across the Nation.

Theme

Teaching - Learning - TLM - Theory - Practicals Evaluation are key components of any academic / education programme. The merit of any educational system depends on the standards of attainment shown by its products in terms of competence and excellence. This shows that the quality of education is directly linked with the quality of evaluation i.e., Question Paper Setting.

Evaluation and Question Paper Setting

Evaluation is a process of collecting evidences about student’s achievement in terms of educational objectives. Judgments are formed and decisions are taken on the basis of evidences. Evaluation therefore has the following four components.

• Information gathering
• Interpretations of information
• Judgment forming, and
• Decision making

Examinations, Tests, Assessment are the different sources in the process of evaluation. In these Question Paper Setting plays a key role.

Evaluation is an integral part of any teaching and learning programme. Both teaching and evaluation go hand in hand with each other. Finally, the quality of Evaluation depends upon the Quality of Question Paper.

Sub Themes

➢ Evaluation in Education
➢ Instructional objectives in Testing
➢ Academic Standards in testing
➢ Balanced Question paper – Nature and scope
➢ Analysis of Question paper
➢ Analysis of pupil’s Errors and Answer Scripts
➢ Forms of Questions

Guidelines

Original paper

The Seminar papers should be original, unpublished and should adhere to the seminar theme.

Author details

The cover page shall contain the title of the paper, the authors name and contact information. The author’s name should not appear anywhere else on the body of the manuscript to facilitate the review process.

Word limit

For abstract - 250 words with not more than 5 key words, full paper - 2500 words.

Text specification

Size 12-pt Times New Roman, 1.5 line spacing, justified, heading 14-pt, Times New Roman and bold faced, sub-headings 12-pt, Times New Roman and bold faced.

Page numbers

On the right bottom of the page, numbering from the abstract page. Do not include the cover page for numbering. Cite reference and avoid plagiarism.

Submission

Abstract and full paper are to be submitted through e-mail alongwith a hard copy to -

The Convener,
National Seminar on Question Paper Setting.
Post Box No: 20, Gudivada - 521 301, Andhra Pradesh.